ASH helps non-smokers

By Linda Young

"Cautions: The Surgeon General Has Determined That other people's Smoking Is Hazardous To Your Health."

With this quote as a slogan, ASH (Anti-Smoking and Health), the self-designated legal action arm of the anti-smoking community, has launched the battle for the protection of the non-smoker's right to breathe unpoisoned by cigarette smoke.

American Society for Health, a non-profit organization was founded in 1967 by John Banzhaf, an MIT alumus, ASH has brought about major anti-smoking victories. Over 200 million dollars in free public health time has been donated for anti-smoking campaigns. ASH has led and won the battle for the ban on all cigarette commercials. The creation of separate smoking sections for smokers and non-smokers on some airlines was the direct result of action by ASH.

How have these anti-smoking victories been won? Basically, through legal action. It was the complaint which John Banzhaf filed with the Federal Communications Commission, which won free TV airtime for anti-smoking messages. From this victory, ASH has been busy promoting laws to limit smoking in public places. To date, the American Society for Health has challenged 200 anti-smoking victories. Over 200 million dollars in free public health time has been donated for anti-smoking campaigns. ASH has led and won the battle for the ban on all cigarette commercials. The creation of separate smoking sections for smokers and non-smokers on some airlines was the direct result of action by ASH.

In addition to the report of the Surgeon General on current expenditures, ASH has discovered over a number of MIT fraternal organizations that make separate non-smoking sections,

For the future, ASH has filed a petition to the Federal Aviation Administration to make separate non-smoking sections mandatory on planes. ASH has also filed a petition to the Interstate Commerce Commission, which has launched the battle for the ban on all cigarette commercials.
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